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About This Game

In SLEEPOVER, you're either the Slasher or the Homeowner. The Slasher is loud, wearing boots and equipped with a Knife.
The Slasher doesn't play nice and is someone you should avoid as the Homeowner. The Homeowner is quiet, equipped with only

their bare hands. Don't underestimate the Homeowner though... if the Homeowner sneaks up on the Slasher, it's lights out.

The Slasher has a knife though so be careful if you're the Homeowner. You can try and use the Lightswitches to make a room
light or dark. Try and hide behind furniture or jump out a window. The Homeowner's house is small, but has many entrances.

You've got three minutes until the police arrive to save the Homeowner. If the Homeowner spends too much time hiding, the
Slasher will steal their stuff and leave to win the round.

SLASHER
*Loud

*Has a Knife
*Dark Clothes
*Bright Mask

HOMEOWNER
*Quiet

*Does not have a Knife
*Can Choke-hold Slasher from behind
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Title: SLEEPOVER
Genre: Action, Indie, Simulation, Early Access
Developer:
JarthGames
Publisher:
JarthGames
Release Date: 18 Jan, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: 64 or 32 Bit

Processor: Intel Core i5-4430 / AMD FX-6300

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 960 2GB / AMD

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 2 GB available space

English
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The game is well made, for one developer, the music is pleasant, not annoying, and the concept itself sets up relaxation. Love it!
I recommend it.. A very fun yet very difficult little time trial obstacle course game, controls are very responsive (so long as your
responsiveness setting is at 10, 1 "smooths" out jerkiness), though they are not rebindable (not that the control scheme is bad, it's
actually good), and there is no long respawn delay or need to manually respawn after dying (which you'll be doing a lot in this
game), which makes it very much based on your skill and patience with a joystick.
Each sector has its own central gimmick and visual scheme.
Graphics are simple and clear, though the music loops, while good, are a bit on the short side.
As far as challenge goes, some levels are short, especially around the start, only requiring a few seconds to complete, while
others, especially as you progress further, are full blown obstacle courses which make achieving the seemingly high par time
difficult. Some levels have (possibly unintended) shortcuts which can shove off many seconds while going for par or
leaderboards.
Unfortunately I cannot speak for the local multiplayer mode, as I do not own 2 controllers.
Overall I'd recommend this game to people who enjoy challenges and time trials, as long as you have a working controller.. Not
enough content or people even playing the game to warrent a price of 30$ but the game is alright. My computer won't handle
Kerbal Space Program, but I am incredibly interested in the type of game. SimpleRockets is great! Decievingly complex... easy
to learn, difficult to master game.. \u2665 Who doesn't love Nancy Drew?

The dialogue, the graphics, and the events stay very true to the Nancy Drew series. There are puzzles, there's mystery, and
there's bits and pieces of easter eggs spread through out the game.

I appreciate how they stay true to the spirit of Nancy Drew - there's never a vulgar word, graphic content, and it never forgets
who she is.

\u2665 The graphics are better than the older titles.

There are some Nancy Drew games that feature more dated, clumsy graphics and a clunky inventory\/clicking system. However
Warnings at Waverly Academy is one of the updated games, thankfully without the awkward, clay like people animations and
overly sized arrows.

\u2665 I enjoyed the mini games.

Usually when I play Nancy Drew games, I don't pay too much attention to the mini games, seeing as I'm more focused on
solving a mystery or two. With Warnings at Waverly Academy, I actually enjoyed playing them, something I was pleased with!
If you want to expand your play time, this is a great way to do so.
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\u2718 The puzzles.

If I have to do that science puzzle again, I will quit. Uninstall steam, done...

If you want challenging puzzles, this one has it, in full! They just weren't quite to my taste, blarg because the rewards for solving
the puzzles weren't there.

\u2718 The characters were blah.

I don't think this is a failure as a Nancy Drew title, however I don't think it's the best it could be, not even close. In the The
White Wolf of Icicle Creek all the AI drew me in - they were interesting, unique, and I still remember them years later.
However with Waverly, they just didn't feel "real" to me, nor did I feel like their personalities showed through as best as they
could with their dialogue and the ways she would interact with them.

\u2718 The ending felt ....off.

One thing I appreciate about Nancy Drew games is the fact that the endings tie the game together, pulling in the obvious with
the small, hidden hints that you may have missed story wise. There's usually a twist and a turn with a nice seasoning on top. This
I found utterly lacking with Warnings at Waverly Academy.

Overall if you're intent on playing every Nancy Drew game, this is worth playing. However if you are new to Nancy Drew
games or only wish to play the best ones, avoid Waverly Academy.. The Perfect Sniper is a cute little game that scratches the
itch for those of you who are looking at doing some sniping while in VR. The levels are short, the story is quirky but has its
charms and the gun mechanics feel pretty solid.

There is a single player mode and an arcade mode currently. More content is coming and the developer is very good at taking
feedback from people and implementing their suggestions or bug fixes.

Some of the levels don't quite fit in within the overall story arc and some of the levels also don't give the player enough info
(especially the first time), so some visual indicators or a little more direction during some of the missions would help.

Overall it's a decent little game that seems to be getting better with each update.. i liked this game. its amazing, its cheap, it's
random, and i love it. Early Access Review
Well done! Very excited to see what the dev does with this game. 9\/10 first look score.
Pros:
Ice Witch (character played) Seems well balanced! Hard to come by these days. Games that seem fairly balanced at least.
Enemies are very creative and are distinct. Enjoyed learning their traits and how to fight them.
Item upgrading is progressive and well paced.
Abilities were fun to level and combined nicely with each other AND with item ability procs.

Cons:
Being a grinder, I felt I should be able to return to previously visited levels. Not the case (yet?).
Certain elements of levels seemed unneccesary. I was able to sit in a corner if I felt like it, game didn't really force me to
use\/dodge elements of the environment.
Ability tooltips are a must.

Suggestions for the developer:
Interactive items on levels (explosive barrels, buttons that activate level things when YOU hit them, etc.)
Items that grant set bonuses
Jump height being a stat, make high jump accessible only areas
Secret cubbies on levels with chest\/loot\/health\/etc.
Through this dev phase can we please new game+ toons or something >:O

There's always more things to suggest, but that's all I've got for now. I am glad I pre-purchased into this game, If you're on the
fence on it and you can afford the $14, my vote would be to do it.
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TL:DR - Worth donating to the cause, games got it goin' on.
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It was about time! I've been waiting this release for years.
Gameplay is incredible fun and addictive. The music is amazing.
Looking forward to Inversus 2, haha.. P2W game, you must have at least one dlc for easier gameplay
for couple hour its fun to play but after several days play this its so boring... so repetitive. cant believe this was free!!! would
love to see a complete game of this, Nice graphics and sound, plays great. Download it!!. The new manufacturing mechanic
changes the puzzle substantially and adds a fresh challenge, but this sequel has the familiar feel of the original game.. Excellent
Platformer!!

Bought it on sale for less than 1 dollar, simple graphics but really fun

Can`t use a gamepad, only keyboard + mouse. anyway once you get use the control is excellent.

Server Browser / Friends List:
Players should now be able to find multiplayer sessions hosted by friends on Steam. Until now the Server Browser would only
show multiplayer sessions from users with the same Steam Download Region settings as you, this may still be the case but
solving this issue is the current focus of the project. Please continue to report any bugs or issues you encounter and I will do my
best to address them.

Thanks,
Garth of Jarth Games
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